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Who can use the CITES electronic

- Trader (Exporter/importer)
- Agent (Who operate for trader)
- Officers (CITES and plant quarantine officers)

✓ Admin will register for them.
Exporter/importer

- Trader submit the application form via electronics

- we prepare a guideline to show how to use our system.

- The trader submit the information by electronics system
officers

• We have 3 steps or 3 officers in charge to issue the permit
  1. Officer who check the document
  2. Competent Authority officers (~20 persons around the country)
  3. Plant inspectors
• In advance permit, only 1 and 2; to complete the permit, the plant inspectors have to sign in box 14.
• We also have a guideline to remind the officers how to use the system
Information in electronics

- Name, address, country of trader
- Scientific name, App., description
- Quantity for each plant (trader request)
- Quantity in summary in each box (actual export/import)
- Date (issue date, validation and date of inspected)
- Place of issue and port of import/export
Sample of permit
Exchange with Customs

After we issue the permit, following data has been sent to Customs via server of NSW.

• Product (HS code), quantity and unit
• Number of permit
• Validation of permit
• Name of exporter/importer

Our system will show license accept or reject.
Flowchart of exchange

1. Submit the application for import via electronics
   - Ma & SA consulted
   - Issue the import permits
     - DOA sent all information to CUSTOMS via NSW
     - CUSTOMS detect HS code
     - Sent to plant quarantine to inspect and release the plants

2. Submit the application for export via electronics
   - MA inspected plants
   - Issue the export permits
     - DOA sent all information to CUSTOMS via NSW
     - CUSTOMS allow to export
Next step

- Change the way to exchange with Customs
- Develop the semi electronics permit to paperless permits. (in developing)
- Exchange the information with trade party
- Use block chain to exchange the information with the partner party